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Periodic underwater inspections are critical to safely 

operating and maintaining a power generating station’s 

health. Underwater diving has inherent risks and is resource 

intensive. On average, each inspection requires a large crew 

supporting each underwater diver. Pre-inspection dive 

planning is extensive, and the inspections performed often 

require the system to be taken out of service. 

Clearsight’s ROV Submersible Inspection Solution 

dramatically improves safety, efficiency, and lowers the 

cost of underwater inspections. Using high resolution 

approved ROV submersibles, combined with high resolution 

sonar sensor technologies, permits real-time performance 

monitoring and recordings of as-found asset conditions that 

otherwise may be unachievable.   

Clearsight’s industry-leading inspection experts and ROV 

submersibles with state-of the-art sensor technologies mean 

safer, faster, more cost-effective underwater inspections 

with less risk. Our ROV Submersible Inspection Solution is 

the right service for facilities ready to take the next step in 

reliability, innovation, and safety. 

Clearsight

Clearsight’s ROV Submersible Inspection Solution helps reduce overall risks associated with underwater diving operations and can reduce 
overall inspection costs.



Solution Benefits 

• Perform high-quality, safe underwater inspections 

using high resolution sonar. 

• Reduce overall time, resource, and outage/O&M 

costs by reducing the need for large dive teams and 

coordination.

• Access previously difficult-to-reach inspection areas 

quickly and easily.  

• Achieve real-time performance metrics and observe 

underwater operations previously left unmonitored. 

• Minimize the impact of expensive system outages by 

keeping personnel out of the water. 

• Final reports document the conditions observed 

and supports maintenance and future trending of 

observed conditions. 

• Enables cost-effective, ongoing inspections at a 

fraction of the cost of traditional inspection methods. 

Compared to traditional submersibles, Clearsight’s ROVs are 
optimized for tight spaces and difficult lost object retrievals. 

Perform high-quality, safe 
underwater inspections using 
high resolution sonar.
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Clearsight
The Difference Is Clear 

Contact Clearsight and our industry experts will 
work with you to identify the best solution to meet 
your needs. 

constellationclearsight.com

Clearsight’s ROV Submersible Inspection Solution utilizes high resolution sonar. The service dramatically 
improves safety by keeping personnel out of the water. 


